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Abstract

We give some remarks of the class of definable subsets of Nk in some formal

language. In 【1] we studied a characterization, multiple eventually periodic, of the
●

definable subset in fragments of the first order arithmetic which contains the equiva-

lence relation, the order relation, the modular relation and the successor function. In

l41 Peladeau gives a nice characterization, semi-base-simple, of the class of definable

subsets in the first order logic extended the modulo quantifier with the order relation.
●

We see some relations between Peladeau's and our characterizations in this paper.

Key words: Semi-base-simple, Multiple eventually periodic.

1. Preliminaries

1.1. Basic notion and notation

The set of non negative integers is denoted by N. We denote the number zero, the successor

function, the addition function, the order relation, and the binary relation of congruence

modulo q{l≦a) by 0, 5, +, <, and ≡ ,, respectively. For a positive integer k, the Cartesian

product Nk is defined inductively as follows; N -N, Nk+1-NkxN.

A monoid M is a set equipped with an associative binary operation (or product) and an

identity element. For any subset S of a monoid 〟 with product *, the submonoid generated

by S is denoted by S*. Let /c be a positive integer. Nk is a monoid with componentwise

addition, also write +, as binary operation and 0 vector as identity element. Since the product

of TV* is +, S* is also denoted by S⑳ for S⊂N* For S⊂Nk and V⊂Nk,

S+V-{x¥ ∃S ]u(S∈S<u∈VAx-s+v)}.

When S or V is a certain element of Nk, we abuse of above notation. For example, for u^N
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and VaN¥

and for α, 〃∈Ⅳk,

and so on.
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u+V⑳ (-{u}+V⑳),

〟+〃⑳ (-(〟)+(〟)⑳),

1.2. Formal language with quantifier

In [4], formal language with quantifier is called theory. To be familiar with [4], we will use
I  ●

`theory'in this sence.

The first order modular theory of <, which we denote by　77h+m｡rf[<], is the set of

formulas obtained from

variables xu x2, x3,

the less-than predicate　<;

Boolean connectives A, V, ｢;

quantifiers　∃, and ]雷for l≦q, 0≦p<q.

The variables are interpreted as natural numbers. The binary predicate < has its usual

meaning. The formula ∃雷x¢(x) is true iff the number n of natural numbers L such that ¢ is

ture when we replace x by i, is congruent to p modulo q. Thi[<] is that ]雷take off the

Thi+mod[<], and Thmod is that restriction of first order take off the　77h+m^[<j. The first

order theory of s and -, denoted Thi[s,-~¥, is the set of formulas obtained from the above

definition of Thil<] in which, instead of using the predicate <, we use the function s and the

predicate　-.

The definitions above are in [4]. The definition of Thmod is felt inclear. We will state later,

do not know whether it is a reason for or not, there exists a state in [4] be not understood.

Remark that Thl+modl<] must be sub-theory of ThmodV<¥ since Thmod[<] is given by taken

off the restriction from Thi+modl<¥.

We introduce other `theory'more natural by usual way. The first order language L[Rh

R2,�"*�"; /i, /2,�"�"�"; C¥, c2,�"�"�"] is the set of formulas obtained from

variables xh x2,

�"　predicates i?i, R2,

functions fh f2,

�"　constants ci, c2,

�"　Boolean conectives A, -;

quantifier V.

The variables are interpreted as natural numbers. Predicates, functions, and constants are

interpreted as usual meaning.
●
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We only deal with sub-language ofL[-, <, -1, -2, -*; s; 0]. For a natural number n, the

numeral元is defined by 0-0, n+l-s(n). For a natural number n and a variable v, v了完is

defined by v+0-v, v+(n+l)-s(v+n). The n of +n in this case is also called numeral.

1.3. Formal language without quantifier

Let γ　be the congruence on Ndefined by ijt,q k iff i<timplies i-u and t≦i implies t≦j and

i≡qj. The language of congruence arithmetic, denote as LCAi+mod, is the set of formulas

obtained from

variables xh x2y

unary predicate Cn,t,q for O宝t, 1≦q and O≦n<t+q;

binary predicate Dn>t,q for O<t, ¥<q and O≦n<t+q¥

�"Iogical connerctives A, V, -.

●

The predicate Cn,tAx) is true iffxrt,q n and the predicate Dn>tq(x, y) is true iff y<x and Cn,t,q

(x-y-1). We use LCAi and LCAm｡d to denote the restrictions of LCAi+mod when q is fixed to

1 and t is fixed to 0, respectively.

The definitions above are in [4], These are very technical. Remark that LCAmod is sub-

language of LCAi+mod.

We will give some quantifier free language more natural by usual way. The quantifier

free first order language QFL[Rh R2,�"�"�"; /i, 4�"�"�"; cx, c2, -] is the set of formulas obtained

from

variables xif x2,

�"　predicates Rh i?2,

functions A, /2,

constants ch c2, -;

�"Iogical conectives A, -.

The variables are interpreted as natural numbers. Predicates, functions, and constants are

interpreted as usual meaning.

We only deal with sub-language of QFL[-, <, ≡1, ≡2,�"�"�"; 5; O]. A logical operator which

is not in language is ususal abbreviation. For example, in QFL[-; s; 0], ¢ - ¢ means ｢

(¢<-¢), and so on.

2. Definable sets and quantifier elimination

Let L be a formal language, or 'theory', and k a positive integer. A vector v^Nk is said to
I

satisfy a formula ¢ ¥xh - , xk), where the xt are free variables, if ¢ (vh�"�"�", vk) is true, where vt

is the z-th component of vector v. So, a subset S∈Nk is said to definable in L if there exists a

formula ¢ in L with k free variables such that

S-{v∈Nk ¥ v satisfies ¢).
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We will confuse a formal language L with the class of definable subsets in L. The

following is well known (see [1], [3]).

Theorem 2.1 (Quantifier elimination)

1. L[-; s: 0] -QFL[-; s; Oj.

2. L[-, <; s;0] -QFL[-, <; s;0].

3. L[-, ≡1, …2, -;s;0] -QFL[-, -1サ　ー2, -;s;0].

4. L[-, <, ≡1, ≡　　�";s;0] -QFL[-, <, ≡1, ≡　　�";5;0].

Peladeau state the following theorem.
●

Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 2.2 in 【4】)

1. Thi+modV^A -LCAi+mod-

2. ThA<¥-LCAu

3. Thmod[<l -LCAmod.

From this theorem, we get Thl+mod[<] - Thmod[<] and LCAi+mod-LCAmod since Thi+mod

[<] is sub-theory of Thmod[<] and LCAmod[<] is sub-language of LCAi+mod. Unfortunately,

this contradicts to Theorem 4.2 in [41. We will not reffer to ThmodI<J from now on. We will

see other properties.

Theorem 2.3 1. Thds, -] -QFL[-; s; 0].

2. LCAl+mod-QFL[-, <, ≡1, ≡　　�"; s; 0].

3. LCAi-QFL{.-, <; s; 0],

Proof 1. It is suffices to show that x-n is definable in Thils, -] for any natural number n.

This can be carry out by the following way,
●

x-0 -　-∃y (x-s(y)),

x-l　→ ｢∃y (x-s(s(y))) Ax≠6,

･ I-喜一｢∃y (x-s(s(s(y)))) Ax≠6<x≠i,

and so on. 3. LCAx⊂QFL[-, <; 5; 0] is easy. We show that QFL[-, <; s; 0]⊂LCAu It is

suffices to show that a definable subset by an atomic formula in QFL[-, <; s; 0] is definable

m LCAi. This can be seen by the following;

x-y ←　rAmu(#,y)vrDot｡,i(y,x),

x-n ←　Cn,n+l,l¥X),

m=n　ー
(

x-OArx-0 ifm≠n,

x-ovrx-o　¥im-n,

x-y+n　{n≠0) ← Dn-i,n,l(x,V),

y<xーDoto,i(x,y),

x<n　<→

(

x-ov　-　¥/x-n-1 ifn≠0,

x-OArx-0 ifォ-0,

n<x-　-　{x<nVx-n),
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�"　y+n<x ← Dn,n,l¥X>V)>

･痢<n-　そう

(

x-OArx-0　¥im≠n,

x-ovrJ-0 ifm-n,

27

�"　y<x+n (n≠0) - y-x¥/y-x+lV　�"蝣蝣　Vy-x+{n-1)Vy<x.

2. is similar.蝪

LCAmod can not be reduced to a usual first order language of fragment of arithmetic. In

this sence, LCAmod is not simple. We introduce the restricted order relation <　which is usual
●

order relation with the following restriction;

both left and right arguments are only variables,

and is interpreted as usual order. For example, Xi< x2 is allowd formula but neither

xi<*s(O) nor s(x2)< xu

Theorem 2.4 LCAm｡d-QFL[<*, …1, …2, -; s; 0].

Proof It is suffices to show that a definable subset by an atomic formula in QFL[< , ≡1, ≡2,

s; 0] is definable in LCAmod- This can be seen by the following;

y<*x ‥ ZWJ;サ).

･ x…1n- - (^n,O,q¥X)i

･ x≡ly ← D｡,O,i(x,y)VrD｡,｡,i(x,y),

･ x≡　v (Kg)← (rA),｡,<?(xyy)A　-　<rA-2,0.ォUサ))V(rDo>｡,a(y,x)A　-　<｢

Dq-2,0,q (y, X)),

･ x≡　y+n (n≠0) ← Dn_i,0,,u, y)vDn-iflAy>x)-

The converse is easy.口

3. Characterizations

3.1. Semi-base-simple

In [41 Peladeau gives nice characterizations of the definable subsets in LCAl+mod, LCAi and

LCAmod- We study his characterizations in this section.

Let k be a positive integer, and [k] means the set {1,�"�"�", k). A strict-ordering formula p

on the variables x¥,�"�"�", xk is a formula of the form

X(j(i)C¥‥Ck-1%(j(k),

wherea'[k]-→[A;]isapermutation,andeachdiseitheran-ora<.Therankofa

strict-orderformulap,denotedasrk(p),isthenumberof<plusone.Theformulap

partitionstheset[k]intodisjointsubsetsh,�"�"�",Irk(p)suchthatv∈Nksatisfiespiffi,i′∈Ij

impliesvi-v^fandi∈hi′∈/yandj<j'impliesvi<vv.Givenapartitioningof[k]intoh,-,

//,wedenote//-Ul
r=jIjforj∈[/].LetE-{elf-,ek)bethenaturalbaseofN¥If/e[A:],

thenerdenotes∑l｡/d.AsubsetofNk
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rk(p)

X-u+ ∑ (Qjeij)⑳,
1-1

where u∈N¥ 0≦qj is said to be bese-simple if u satisfies a strict-ordering formula p whose

associated partitioning of [k] is lh *�"*, Ir蝣k(p)>

A finit disjoint union of base-simple sets is said to be semi-base-simple. The set of base-

simple subsets of Nk is denoted by BS(Nk) and the semi-base-simple subsets of Nk by SBS

(Nk). BSl(Nk) is the set of base-simple subsets of Nk where in the definition each #<e {0, 1}.

BSm｡diN ) is the set of base-simple subset of Nk where in the definition each qt≧1, 0≦ut<qi

for each i∈Iu and O≦uf-Ui'-¥<qj for each l</<rk(p), ∈/; and ir∈/,_!. 555!

(Nk) (or SBSmod(Nk)) denotes the subsets of Nk which are finit disjoint unions of sets in

BSAN") (or BSmod{Nk)), respectively.

We define SBSs,=(Nk) to be subsets of Nk of the form X-し烏=i Xs, with the union being

disjoint and such that the Xs^BSxiN*) satisfy the following condition. Let

rkip)

Xs-v+ ∑ (<7;｣/j)㊨,
7-1

then for each permutation a* [rk(p)] - [rk(p)] such that qt-O implies a(j)-j, there is

an sa∈[t] such that

rk(p)

Xs-v+ ∑ (<&<u>)㊨,
7-1

where I aw- Urkアa¥j)Iy, qi-O implies Uj-Vi for each i^Ih and for ;>1, ^-0 implies

Ui-Ui′-Vi-vv for each i∈L and i′∈1,-1.

Lemma 3.1 (c.f. Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 5.1 in [4]) Let X^SBS(Nk).

1. XxN^SBS(Nk+1).

2. NxX^SBS(Nk+1).

3. {(xu�"�"�",y, -,xk)¥　∈NA(xh-,xk)∈X)∈SBS(Nk+1).

The above lemma also holds for SBSiiN"), SBSmoANk) and SBSs=(Nk).

Lemma 3.2 (c.f. Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 5.3 in [41) SBS(Nk) is a Boolean algebra with respect to

union, intersection and complementation. Also SBSi(Nk), SBSm｡d(Nk) and SBSs = (Nk).

The class of definable subsets of Nk in LCAi+mod is denoted by LCAi+mod(Nk). LCAi

(Nk) and LCAmod(Nk) are similar.
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Theorem 3.3 (Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 5.2 in 【41)

1. LCA,+moANk) -SBS(Nk).

2. LCAl{Nk)-SBSl(Nk).

5, LCAmoANk) -SBSmoANk).

4. This, -] -SBSs,=(Nk).

3.2. Multiple eventually periodic

In this section, we study multiple eventually periodic introduced in [11.

Let S be a subset ofNk+. For a positive integerj (</c+l) and a natural number n, the

subset Sj.th^n of Nk is

{¥X¥,�"'*, Xj-i, Xj+i, -t Xk+l)I¥%1> '-t%i-h M, %j+h m-t Xk+l) ∈S).

We denote n<xffor all i-l, -, kby n<(xh -,Xk), andxi≡　yiforall i-1, -, k by (xi,�"�"-,

xk)≡ (vh -, Uk).

For a subset S ofNk and positive integers b and q, 'S is MEP[b, q] (Nk)'which is read

that S is multiple eventually periodic with bound b and period a is defined inductively on k as

follows;

1. k-l�"蝣x∈S - I+q∈5if b<x.

2. k>l:

(a) (xh�"�"", xk)∈S十→ (xi+q, -, xk+q)∈5if b<(xi, -, xk),

(b) Sj-th=n is MEP[b+n, q] (Nk ) for any natural number n and any positive integer

j (｣k).

Under the same situation, MEP [b, q] (Nk) is also defined as follows;

1. k-l:x∈S - I+q∈Sif b<x.

2. k>l:

(a) i. (xi,�"�"�", Xk)∈S - (xi+q, -, xk+q)∈Sif b<(xu -, xk).

ii. (xu�"�"�", xk)∈S ← (2/i, -, yk)∈S if b<(xi, -, xk), b<(ffl( -, Uk),

(xh�"�"�", xk)≡ (#1,�"�"% yk), b< xi-xj¥ and b<¥yi-y,-¥for l≦ii=j≦k.

(b) Sj-th=n is MEP [b+n, q](N )for any natural number n and any positive

integer / (<k).

In MEP the superscript `-　means `without the order relation'. For 5⊂Nk, if there exist

b and q such that 5 is MEP[b, q](Nk), then we say that 5 is in MEP<+mod(Nk). MEPmod

(Nk), MEP<(N") and MEP(Nk) are similar. More precisely,

MEP<+moi{Nk)-{S¥ SczNkABbBq (S is MEP[b, q](Nk))}.

MEPmoANk)-{S¥sc:NkA3b3q (S is MEP~[b, q](Nk))}.

MEP<(Nk)-{S SczNkA3b (S is MEP[b, 1](JV*))}.

MEP(Nk)-{S¥SciNkA3b (5 is MEP-[b, 1](N"))}.
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Lemma 3.4 Let X<^MEP<+moANk).

1. XxN^MEP<+moANk+1).

2. NxX^MEP<+moANk+1).

3. {(xh�"�"�", y,�"�"�",xk)I y∈NA (xh -Xk) ∈X)∈MEP<+mod(Nk+l).

The above lemma also holds for MEPmoANk), MEP<(Nk) and MEP(Nk).

Lemma 3.5 MEP<+mod (Nk) is a Boolean algebra with respect to union, intersection and comple-

mentation. Also MEPmoANォ), MEPAN") and MEP{Nk).

Proof The proof is strightforword but tedious work. □

The class ofdefinable subsets ofNk in L[-, <, -1, -2,�"�"�"; S; ()] is denoted by L[-, <,

=1, -2,-;s:0](Nk). L[-, -u -2,�"�"�";s:0](Nk),L[-, <, -lt -2,-;s:0](Nk) andL[-:s;

0] (Nりare similar.

Theorem 3.6 (cエ【11, 【2】, 【51)

1. QFL[-, <, ≡1, ≡　　　s: 0](Nk)-MEP<+m｡ANk).

2. QFL[-, ≡1, ≡2, -　s; 0](Nk)-MEPm｡d(Nk).

3. QFL[-, <; s: 0](Nk)-MEP<(Nk).

4. QFL[-; s; 0](Nk)-MEP(Nk).

Proof For any formula, a bound b is the maximum of all numerals occuring in the formula, and
●

a period q is the least common multiple of all fs occuring of the form -t in the formula. The

converse is by induction on k. □

4. Conclusion

SBS is the union of SBS(Nk) by k. SBSi, SBSmod, SBSs,=, MEP<+mod, MEPmod, MEP< and

MEP are similar. The following equations are immediate consequences from previous

theorems.

1.SBS-LCA,+mml-Thl+m｡dl<l-L[-　<, ≡1, …　　s:O]-QFL[-, <, ≡1, ≡　�";s:0]

- MEP< +mod,

2. SBSi-LCAi-Thd<]-L[-, <; s; O]-QFL[-, <; s; O]-MJP<,

3. L[-, ≡1, ≡　　�"; s; O]-QFL[-, …1, …　　�"; 5; 0]-MEP,m｡di

4. SBSm｡d-LCAm｡d-QFL[<*, …1, …　　�"; s; 0],

5. SBSs..-Thds, -]-｣[-; s; o]-QFL[-; s; O]-MEP.

We see properness of inclusion to each class.

Lemma 4.1 (Theorem 4.2 in [41) The following holds, and each inclusion is proper.

1. SBS^SBS.

2. oBSmod^-^Bo.
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Lemma 4.2 (c.f. Corollary 1 and 2 in [1]) The following holds, and each inclusion is proper.

1. MEP⊂MEP<⊂MEP<+m｡i.

2. MEP^MEPmodc:MEP<+mod.

Proof All inclusion are clear by the definition. Assume that Odd-{x¥x… 1} of TVl is in

MEP<, or in MEP. By the definition of MEP<, or of MEP, there exists a bound b such that

x∈Odd ← I+1∈Odd for b<x. This is a contradiction. That is to say, Odd is in neither

MEP< nor MEP. Hence MEP is a proper subset of MEPmod, and MEP< is a proper subset of

MEP<+mod. Next, we assume that the subset Ord- {(x, y)¥x<y) of N2 is in MEPm｡d, or in

MEP. By the definition of MEPmod, or of MEP, there exist a bound b and a period q such that

Uサ)∈Ord← (u,v)∈Ordforb<(x,y), (u,v)and (x,y)≡ (u,v)andb< x-y|,|u-v¥

Especially, (2- (b+1) -q, (b+1) -q) ^Ord. This is a contradiction. That is to say, Ord is in

neither MEPmod nor MEP. Hence MEP is a proper subset of MEP<, and MEPmod is a proper

subset of MEP<+mod. □

Lemma 4.3 MEP<, SBSm｡d and MEPm｡d are incomparable under inclusion. Also SBSm｡d and

MEP.

Proof We consider QFL[<*　≡1, ≡2, -　s; 0]. Assume that the equivalence relation - is

definable in this language. Then this language becomes to QFL[-, <, ≡1, ≡　　s; 0] since

the no restricted order　< is definable in this by the following way;

y+n<∬ ← y<*x/¥y≠xAy+1≠x<　-　Ay+n≠x,

y<x+n (n≠0) ← y<*xvy-xVy-x+lV　-　Vy-x+(n-1),

and so on. But this contradicts the theorem 4.1. Thus the equivalence relation　- is not

definable in QFL[<*, …1, …　　5; O]. Hence SBSm｡(i includes neither MEP< nor MEPm｡d>

And futher, this also does not include MEP. By the proof of the previous lemma, MEP<

includes neither SBSmod nor MEPmod since Odd is not in MEP<, and MEPmod includes neither

SBSmod nor MEP< since Ord is not in MEPmod, and since Odd is not in MEP then MEP does

not include SBSm｡d. □

We get the following figure. S一蠎S'means that S is a proper subset of S'. Any arrow

can not be added in the五gure by previous lemmata.

SBSl - MEP<

電i
SBSs.= - MEP MEPmod

＼
SBS- MEP<

Ei
SBS,mod

We know neither SBS-type characterization for QFL[-, -1, -2,�"�"�"; s; 0] nor MEP-type
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characterization for QFL[<*, ≡1, ≡　　5; O]. We do not know the first order theory, or the

first order language with quantifier, corresponding to QFL[< , ≡1, ≡　�"; s; 0]. SJSS-type

characterization is useful to getting a positive result, that is, to show that a subset is definable

in. MEP-tyve characterization is useful to getting a negative result, that is, to show that a

subset is not definable in. An importance is that we get both SBS- and MEP-type character-

izations for Rec(Nk) and for Rat(Nk) (c.f. [4]).
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